
1 You can create a 3 seater, 3.5 seater, or 4.5 seater chaise sofa with these
components. It is easier to build larger ones with 2 people. Start with putting my legs 
on by twisting them clockwise. Make sure they are tightly fixed to the base. 
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2 Align the brackets on my arms with the ones on my base and push them down.  
Align the bases and their brackets and attach the chaise by pushing the bracket 
down to connect the seats. 

3 My back needs fixing as well. Start with the back piece that matches the sofa base (this is 
the one without the hole). Push my arm inwards as you secure the back, making sure the 
brackets are aligned as you push my back down firmly.

Next, the chaise. Locate the hole at the back of the chaise base. Screw the chaise pin into 
this hole, making sure it is secured tightly. Pick up the back piece with the hole. Push my arm 
inwards as you secure the back, making sure the brackets are aligned and the hole in the 
back piece fits over the chaise pin.
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4 Finally, put the cushions on. I look great, right?

5 Adapt your modular SNUG sofa in the future as your space changes!

Important!

Please keep these instructions safe incase you need them again!

Follow the instructions carefully to make sure your new Snug is safe to sit on. We don’t want 
you to injure yourself (or your sofa).

Keep all small parts away from children and pets to make sure they don’t go missing.
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